Although classifications of the Earth's climates date back to the ancient Greeks, the climatic regions shaping the distribution of animals remain poorly resolved. Here we present a classification of global climates based on regularities in realised niches of 3657 amphibians, 7204 reptiles, 10684 birds and 4574 mammals. We found 16 main climatic regions that are mostly consistent across groups and previous plant expert-based classifications, confirming the existence of major climatic restrictions for life. The results also suggest that differences among groups likely relate to their particular adaptations and dispersal capabilities. We further show how the integration of species niche classifications with geographical information provides valuable information on potential mechanisms shaping the climatic regions. Our climate classification has applications in several disciplines, including conservation planning and ecological and evolutionary studies.
an unprecedented opportunity to identify the climatic Using the climatic conditions a given species experiences within its range (1), we project the species's niche into a climatic space discretised in an optimal number of bins (Appendix S1) (2). We translate the binned data into a weighted bipartite network, where climatic bins and species form the nodes and the probabilities of finding the species in the bins form the weighted links (3) . Using a network community detection algorithm, we identify domains of the climatic space with similar species (4, upper). The climatic conditions defining these domains delineate the corresponding climatic regions of the Earth (4, lower).The striped climatic bin is linked to species classified in both climatic domains and, therefore, it represents a diffuse transition with low specificity.
is a well-suited group for our purpose. With delineated niche domains, we studied the geo- (Table S1 ). where it is classified [3, 45] . To consider the link weights, 
To calculate the geographical signal G, we computed 555 the projected and actual specificity for each climatic 556 raster cell q at 0.5
• resolution. Then, we calculated the 557 average differences between projected and actual speci-558 ficity in absolute terms, such that
where N is the total number of raster cells. This index 
